A Remark on Cauchy-Kowalevski's Theorem By Masatake MIYAKE* § 1. Introduction Professor S. Mizohata has proposed in his paper [5] : what is a kowalevskian system? And he has given a necessary condition to hold the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for the general system of linear partial differential equations. Especially for the single equation, In order to give a precise statement of our theorem, let us give a definition. Definition 1. We say that the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for (1.2) Communicated by S. Matsuura, December 11, 1973. * Department of Mathematics, University of Tsukuba, 300-31, Tsukuba.
holds at a point (x 0) t^eO, if for any holomorphic function u 0 (x) in a neighborhood of x=x 0 , there exists a unique holomorphic solution u(x, 0 of (1.2) in a neighborhood of (x 0 , t Q ) satisfying u\ t=to =u 0 (x).
Then we have the following
Theorem. The Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for (1.2) holds at a point (x 0 , t 0 )eQ if and only if a x (x, t) = Q in Q for any a such as Hence, the kowalevskian equation is best possible to consider the theorem of type Cauchy-Kowalevski.
The sufficiency is the classical Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, so we show only the necessary condition. Without loss of generality we shall prove the necessity by setting (x 0 , t 0 )=(0, 0). When the case where 0 ao (0, 0)^0 for some a 0 (|a 0 | =m^2), trivially the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem does not hold at the origin, therefore we must prove that when 0 a (0, 0)=0, a x (x, 0^0 for some a(|a|^2), the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem does not hold at the origin. Thus, let us decompose the coefficient fl a (x, t) in (1.2) as follows,
n a^0 (integer) and a a (x)^0, and we rewrite the equation (1.2) followingly,
Now let us define modified order of differential operator.
Definition 2. 1} We say that the modified order of a a (x)t n *d$ at t=Q is J-^J-. We say that X fl a (x)f"«3; (n a =const.) is a modified principal part of (1.3) at r=0, if ---r = max --and if --> max 1) This notion will be used in another problems, for instance, in the degenerate parabolic differential equations, (see M. Miyake [3] , [4] ).
An elementary lemma for the proof of our theorem is the following one which is a special case of our theorem. (ii) In the right hand side of (i), the modified principal part at t=0 is that of the right hand side of (2.1).
Remark. Lemma 2 asserts that when a a (x, f)^Q (|a|^2)
, there exists such a transformation of the coordinates that by its transformation modified principal part at £=0 consists of the part of |a|^2.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when / = !, since for general /(^2) we can prove by induction on /. Let yfi; x) (7 = !,..., s) be a solution of -j^-+ a e .(y, t) = 0 (j = 1,..., s) satisfying y ; (0; x) = x s (j = 1, ..,s), and let the transformation of the coordinates ((x, i)-+(y, ?)) be yj=yj(t: x) (7 = !,..., s), then it is obvious that On the other hand it is obvious that Hence, in the right hand side of (i) its modified principal part at £=0 is that of the right hand side of (2.1). Finalyl we note that if d{a(x, f)| f=0 = 0(j=0, 1,..., 1-1) then it follows that d{{a(x 9 t)-a(y(t\ x\ 0>Uo = 0 (7=0,1,...,!). From this the lemma follows for general /_•!. Q.E.D.
Generally, the next lemma is obtained from Baire's category theorem. [6] since the uniqueness of the solution (if it exists) follows in view of the construction of the formal solution H(X, 0^ Z w lfl (x)P//w!, where u 0 (x) is the Cauchy datum.
m^O
Using above lemmas we can prove our theorem.
Proof of the Theorem. We prove it by the principle of contradiction. So we assume that a x (x, f)^0 f°r some |oc|g;2. We may assume that the modified principal part of (1.2) at ?=0 consists of the part |a|^2 from Lemma 2. If the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem holds at the origin, then by Lemma 3 there exists a common existence domain D d of the solution for any Cauchy datum u Q (x)eH(Q x ). Let x 0 ED 8 r\{t=Q} be a point stated in Lemma 1, so there exists u 0 (x)eH(Q x ) such that there can not exist holomorphic solution in any neighborhood of (x 0 , 0) with the Cauchy datum u 0 (x). This contradicts from the assumption of the solvability, because of (x Q ,Q)eD d .
Q
.E.D. §3. Modified Order
In this section we investigate modified order defined in section 1, and the main result is Lemma 4. In order to justify the definition of modified order, we give a order relation between differential operators. Let J', n,^0 (integer), <?,(*) (/ = !, 2) be two differential operators, then we give Definition 3. We say that ^!>J^2 at t=Q if |a 1 |/(n 1 + l)>|a 2 |/ (n 2 + l) and J^~^2 at r=0 if |a 1 |/(n 1 + l)
For the differential operator jS?(x, f; d x ) given by where fl^(x)^0, n ; -^0 (integer), we rewrite it folio wingly, (3.1)
•y=g i f"^/U;g,) + ^( where order ^7-= max {order &J(X Q ; 3,)} . In general case where k^2, we can also prove the lemma by induction on m. In fact, in view of (3.9) it suffices to consider jSfjS^-y-j. 
Proof. Considering (4.7) and the assumption p k^2 , (4.8) is obvious. §5. Proof of Lemma 1
From the arguments in section 3, we may consider the following Cauchy problem; the part where the parts where modified modified order orders are less than that is maximum. of WPj. Finally we note that at a point x 0 such as a Pk (x 0 )^0, we can construct such a Cauchy datum that there can not exist holomorphic solution in any neighborhood of (x 0 , 0). This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
This argument of the proof is originally used in [1] , (see also [2] , [5] ).
